
 

   

 
 

 

SAFE REOPENING OF SCHOOL 

DO’S & DON’TS FOR STUDENTS 

 

BBPSRH/Parent/2022-23/4          02 April 2022 
 

Dear students, 

As we welcome you back to the school, we assure you that the school authorities are making all efforts to provide 

a safe and hygienic environment to the students within the school premises. However it is expected that students 

should also follow all the guidelines given to them and cooperate with the school to keep themselves and others 

safe. Please observe the following guidelines while you come to school- 
 

DO’S 

1. Report to school as per schedule shared and in proper school uniform. Be punctual & regular. 

2. Check your temperature before coming to the school. If the temperature is greater than normal,               

you should stay at home. 

3. Stay at home if you are suffering from ailments like seasonal flu, respiratory symptoms, or any other 

vulnerability. 

4. Maintain social distancing by keeping proper distance at all times. Follow the social distancing markings 

that have been put on the floor, in labs and in the washrooms.  

5. Inform the support staff deputed outside the washroom in case the soap solution has been consumed 

and the bottle is empty or if there is any other reporting matter. The same should also be informed to the 

teacher on duty.  

6. Carry soap strips for emergency. 

7. Carry two clean cloth towels or disposable paper towel and use it as per requirement. 

8. Wear a mask while commuting to school and during the school hours. Carry one extra mask every day.  

9. While in school, follow the instructions given by the teachers and the maintenance staff. 

10. Carry lunch and a water bottle.  

11. Follow proper etiquettes while sneezing and coughing  
 

12. Strictly adhere to the seating plan in the classroom. 

13. Remain in the classroom during the recess time.  
 

14. Follow a hygiene routine once you reach back home. Take bath immediately, wash the mask if 

reusable and use washable bags. 
 

15. In case of any emergency, contact your teacher for support.  
 

                                                                     DON’TS 

1. Students should not leave their allotted classroom and allotted seat even during recess.  

2. Students should not share their water bottle, lunch, stationary, books & notebooks etc with other students. 

3. Unnecessary movement in the corridors and gathering must be avoided. 

4. While using the washroom, students should be careful not to stay unnecessarily longer in the washroom.  

5. Crowding must be avoided at water coolers, in corridors, at entry & exit gates by following the social 

distancing markings.    

6. Do not touch your face- eyes, nose and ears frequently. 

7. Do not carry any extra study material other than what is required as per the timetable.  

8. Avoid hugging & handshakes with friends. 
 

                                                     

 

             Stay Safe! Stay Healthy!  

Team BBPS Rohini 


